Rarely does lightning strike twice in the same place but, on those occasions when it
does, you know that you have just witnessed an unusual occurrence. Well get ready.
On this, their second offering, BLASE has indeed struck again. After gaining
recognition from loyal fans all over the country, and a watchful eye from major record
execs, BLASE is coming back with an even hotter, more mature and more spiritually
insightful project. LIVE AND LEARN is the title of the forthcoming project, set for a
summer 2008 release, and the title is not just a catchy cliché phrase. This title came out
of spiritual growth and experience. The whole project is a deeper look into who
BLASE is, and the fact that they are not looking back, but “pressing toward the mark of
the high calling which is in Jesus Christ”. The ladies have again teamed up with their
label S4J Entertainment, to bring you a project that is full of their signature mix of hip
hop, jazz, neo-soul and traditional music, which is sure to catch the ear of all who
listen. Mr. Paul Garner of PIF Music in Forth Worth, Texas served as the musical
director and producer of this project. You will definitely be able to recognize what Paul
was able to accomplish in working with BLASE on this project. “MY GIFT”, the lead
single from LIVE AND LEARN, is a sweet, spiritual testimony with mass crossover
appeal. The song let’s the listener know without a doubt how Keschia, Michelle, and
Sharletha feel about their ministry. The smash single “OH NO”, which features up
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and coming Houston rapper Young Disciple, will let everyone see, that BLASE

1. Better

knows how to get a “praise party” started. The smooth title cut “LIVE AND LEARN”

2. Life’s So Incredible

will sum up the whole idea behind this project which has 10 incredibly well produced

3. He’s Changin’ Me

and powerfully spiritual songs. These three young ladies from H-town are ready to tell

4. Live and Learn

their story and remind everyone that they are still Bold in the Lord and Spiritually
Excited. In order to “LIVE like CHRIST, you have to LEARN about CHRIST.”

5. Oh No
6. So Good

Key Selling Points:

7. Hold On

•

Record Promotions With Moses Media

8. Change Gon’ Come

•

Touring 2008 Through 2009

•

Available For In–Stores Appearances/Performances

9. My Gift

•

Press Mailing of 200 CDs, Poster, Pens, and Flyers (and more!)

•

DVD Included With CD

•

Promotional Copies Available For In-Store Play
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